CONSUMER STUDY

SOURCE: Marketplace Insights

Buying Behaviors

To better understand the buying habits of today’s tire customer, we offer the results
of a study conducted by Marketplace Insights titled, Consumer Study: Buying Behaviors. In
this section, we provide data related to what factors influence the consumers’ tire purchase
decision process as a means to know how to better communicate and engage with them.
This national study was drawn from more than 10,000 interviews with recent tire and
service buyers in 26 metro markets across the U.S.
For more information about Marketplace Insights or their other research offerings,
contact Steve Schroeder at steve@mpinsights.com or at 440.365.5872, ext. 3. TR

55%

of respondents
were women

Age of consumer

Income
Less than $20,000

11%

18-29..................40%

$20,000 but less than $40,000

20%

30-49.................... 27%

$40,000 but less than $60,000

20%

50-64.................... 22%

$60,000 but less than $75,000

17%

65 or older........... 11%

$75,000 but less than $100,000

18%

$100,000 or more

13%

Preferred not to answer

1%

92%

of respondents
own their vehicle

Most important
factors in last tire
purchase
Price....................40%
Brand.................... 33%
Store..................... 27%

Actions before making a purchase
Researched on the internet......................................55%
Visited tire retailers........................................................37%
Talked to an auto service professional..........................33%
Talked to friends, relatives or coworkers.......................31%
Called tire retailers.........................................................30%
Read ads (newspaper, TV, radio, magazines or mail)....28%
Used Facebook or Twitter..............................................23%
Read reviews in magazines (i.e. Consumer Reports).....17%
Looked in the yellow pages...........................................11%
No research....................................................................11%
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Why did you purchase tires where you did?
Price, sale, discount, rebate.....................................52%
Convenient location.......................................................42%
Good past experience...................................................38%
Good selection of tire brands........................................37%
Fast, quick service..........................................................36%
Availability of tires .........................................................35%
Good reputation............................................................33%
Friendly, trustworthy personnel.....................................33%
Free tire rotation or lifetime tire rotation......................26%
Mileage warranties.........................................................20%
Convenient hours...........................................................18%
Recommended by a friend or relative...........................17%
Retailer had many locations...........................................14%
Recommended by mechanic, or retailer.......................13%
Credit availability...........................................................11%
Advertising in newspaper, television, radio or mail......10%
Other warranties..............................................................8%
Car was already there for service....................................7%

89%

of respondents are more likely
to shop with retailers who offer
a rewards program
Likelihood of using an emailed coupon
Very likely...........60%
Likely.................... 24%
Somewhat likely... 13%
Not at all likely....... 3%
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Members of rewards program
68%

32%
Yes

39%

No

of respondents used a
retailer coupon at their
last auto service visit.

